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Due to hardware developments, strong application needs and the overwhelming influence of
the net in almost all areas, distributed and mobile systems, especially software systems, have
become one of the most important topics for nowadays software industry. Unfortunately, distri-
bution adds its share to the problems of developing complex software systems. Heterogeneity in
both, hardware and software, concurrency, distribution of components and the need for inter-
operability between different systems complicate matters. Moreover, new technical aspects like
resource management, load balancing and deadlock handling put an additional burden onto the
developer. Although subject to permanent changes, distributed systems have high requirements
w.r.t. dependability, robustness and performance.

The long-term common goal of our research efforts is the development, implementation and
evaluation of methods helpful for the development of robust and easy-to-use software for com-
plex systems in general while putting a focus on the problems and issues regarding the software
development for distributed as well as mobile systems on all levels. Our current research acti-
vities are focussed on different aspects centered around that theme:

• Robust and adaptive Service-oriented Architectures: Development of design methods, lan-
guages and middleware to ease the development of SOAs with an emphasis on provable
correct systems that allow for early design-evaluation due to rigorous development me-
thods and tools. Additionally, we work on approaches to autonomic components and
container-support for such components in order to ensure robustness also at runtime.

• Agent and Multi-Agent (MAS) Technology: Development of new approaches to use Multi-
Agent-Systems and negotiation techniques, for designing, organizing and optimizing com-
plex distributed systems, esp. service-based architectures.

• Context-Models and Context-Support for small mobile devices: Investigation of techni-
ques for providing, representing and exchanging context information in networks of small
mobile devices like, e.g. PDAs or smart phones. The focus is on the development of a tru-
ly distributed context model taking care of information reliability as well as privacy issues.

• Peer-to-Peer Systems: Development of algorithms, techniques and middleware suitable for
building applications based on unstructured as well as structured P2P systems. A specific
focus is put on privacy as well as anonymity issues.

• Visual Programming- and Design-Languages: The goal of this long-term effort is the uti-
litization of visual metaphores and languages as well as visualization techniques to make
design- and programming languages more understandable and, hence, easy-to-use.

More information about our work, i.e., projects, papers and software, is available at our ho-
mepage. If you have any questions or suggestions regarding this report or our work in general,
don’t hesitate to contact me at guido.wirtz@uni-bamberg.de

Guido Wirtz

Bamberg, April 2008
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Abstract Business Process Management Systems (BPMS) aim to support the Business Pro-
cess Management paradigm and to ease legacy application integration. Often, they rely on
Service-oriented Architecture (SoA). However, do such systems really meet real-world require-
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1 Introduction

Business Process Management Systems (BPMS) [1] are sets of tools to support the Business
Process Management (BPM) life-cycle [2] that are either offered by one vendor, or multiple
vendors. Smith [3] sees a list of key advantages in using a modern BPMS: it bridges hetero-
geneous application environments, includes human activity by incorporating workflow, allows
web service orchestration, provides the opportunity to customize the whole process for spe-
cific customers and partners, offers an integrated user interface through a single portal and
back-end integration, and monitors process instances. Rather than introducing new technology
or replacing existing business applications, BPMS integrate existing technologies and existing
applications in a process-oriented fashion. Based on this notion of BPMS, Smith and Fingar
[1] describe requirements for a BPMS as follows: a BPMS should be able to support modeling,
deploying, and monitoring business processes, as well as to support integration of heterogeneous
processes, automation, and collaboration.

Business process design includes process documentation with a process notation, such as Event-
driven Process Chain (EPC) [4] notation and Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN) [5].
Configuration includes the transformation [6] from process models into formal languages such
as the Business Process Execution Language (BPEL) [7]. Integration facilitates better reuse
of existing applications. BPMS allows easy deployment of configured process models, and to
execute them.

This paper summarizes the results of a case study to find out if prominent existing BPMS
meet real-world expectations. The rest of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 and 3
introduce stakeholder roles and a life-cycle. Both concepts are used to further explain BPMS
and to implement the case study. Section 4 offers a detailed list of evaluation criteria covering
all steps relevant for BPMS. A real-life scenario is introduced in section 5. Section 6 shows the
case study implementation with two different BPMS - a multi-vendor system based on tools
from IDS Scheer and Oracle as well as a single vendor system provided by Intalio. The results
are discussed in section 7. Section 8 concludes this work.

2 BPM Stakeholder

This section explains different roles which take part in the BPMS life cycle. Six roles are
identified and described in the following paragraphs. It is likely that a person has more than
one role, especially in small companies, or that complete teams represent one role [8, 9]. Four
categories are consulted to explain stakeholder roles. The background of a person refers to
the kind and to the level of education, and the nature of operating experience the person
has adapted. Knowledge covers the knowledge a person has in form of concepts, techniques,
and languages. Function refers to responsibilities, involvements and sponsorship of a person.
Relationship highlights the relationship between stakeholder roles.

The role of a business owner represents the CEO of a company or head of an independent
business unit. The role comprises domain knowledge, such as knowledge about the market and
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the company’s product as well as high level business knowledge. In general, this person owns
a university degree in business studies and has years of experience in the company’s business
domain. The person employs high level business concepts, such as strategic management.
Business owners use a language which is filled with terms like business strategies, business
goals, and business rules. No technical knowledge regarding software applications or process
tools is present. However, the person might be familiar with business intelligence tools such as
OLAP (On Line Analytical Processing) tools. The role’s functionality is to discover strategies,
to have visions, to determine business rules, and business goals. The role is involved in the
process discovery step, the process monitoring step, and the process improvement step of the
process management life cycle. Business owners work with process owners close together in
order to create high level business strategies and to break them down to strategies on a business
department level, to observe process performance, and to improve process performance.

The role of a process owner represents a department head, or someone who is responsible for
a complete business process. The role comprises a high level of domain knowledge and years
of experience in the business domain. Process owners own a business degree in the profession
of the business domain. They think in terms of product and price strategies, value chain
configuration and profit, and are able to use different kind of general business information
technology to achieve business objectives, such as planning tools, financial tools, and process
monitoring tools. Process owners use a language which is filled with the terms of business
goals, tasks, business functions, and business objects. The role’s functionality is to break high
level business strategies and business goals down to strategies which can be applied to the
business department. The person is involved in the following steps of the process management
life cycle: Process discovery, process design, process execution, process monitoring, and process
improvement. Process owners work with business owners, business analysts, system analysts,
and process participants.

Business analysts ’ role represents an information manager. Analysts might be in an functional
department, but might also work for a cross-functional division. Business analysts have a gen-
eral business degree, but also some technical experience with knowledge management tools.
Business analysts possess experience in understanding non-formalized process sequences. Busi-
ness analysts think in terms of business processes, in business functions, in business rules, in
business objects, in input and output, in dependencies, and business partner integration. They
use process design notations to expose and document processes for communication, but are
also capable of transferring business strategies and business goals into process diagrams. The
business analysts’ functions are both, to document business processes and to transform busi-
ness strategies and business goals into business processes as a way to implement the business
strategy. Furthermore, setting up metrics and performance measure concepts, such as balance
score card. They design process documentation on different levels, by decomposing high level
processes for business owners and process owners into low level processes for process partici-
pants. The end of the decomposition is so called atomic business tasks, which are business tasks
which cannot be decomposed anymore without loosing business relevance. Business analysts
work close together with process owners, system analysts, but may also work with software
developers at times.

System analysts ’ role is not yet easily found in companies. System analysts may work in IT
departments or information offices. Another possibility would be, that system analysts are
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part of a software development project. System analysts definitely have a technology oriented
degree, and are familiar with middleware technology and concepts. The person might come
from a developer position, rather than from a business operational profession. Though system
analysts have a more technology oriented background, they do understand concepts regard-
ing business processes. They think more in terms of services, conditions, input and output,
and message types. Analysts are very familiar with information and knowledge tools, such
as process modeling tools, development environments, middleware technology, and integration
technology. They do understand business language to some degree. Though they do not have
detailed insight in complex business strategies and high level business processes as a whole,
they do understand low level business tasks. The semantic of atomic business tasks is self con-
tained and to understand without knowledge of the processes which use these atomic business
tasks. In addition, they do understand also process design notations, execution languages, and
message and integration concepts, such as web services and message types. System analysts
are the link between process documentation and process execution. Their function is to trans-
form process documentation into executable processes. To do that, they do not use classical
programming languages, but utilize execution languages, message protocols, and middleware
solutions. System analyst interact rarely with process owners, but very much with business
analysts, and with software developers.

Software developers work in software development project groups or for the IT department.
They have a technology oriented degree, e.g. information system studies. Developers have
experience with programming languages, such as Java, C++, and .NET. They are familiar
with XML standards, such as WSDL [10], SOAP, XSD, and BPEL. Software developers use
integrated development environments (IDE) during development. Their language is filled with
terms like, software patterns, application functions, loops and cases, and data types. As re-
quested by system analysts and business analysts, software developers develop new application
functions and wrap them for examples as web services. They are also involved in the process
deployment.

Process participants are involved in the process execution part. They are employees and take
over operational business tasks. Participants are familiar with business applications.

3 BPM Life Cycle

Figure 1 [2] shows the BPM life cycle which is used for the case study implementation. The
life cycle is introduced below.

Process discovery refers to the detection of business goals and strategies in order to conduct a
business. A way to formalize goals and strategies are either ontologies or a business model [11].

Process design refers to the transformation of goals and strategies into a process diagram on the
business level. In order to perform this step, two intermediate steps are required: first, business
analysts will need a business process design notation. In this context, this might either be
the BPMN or the EPC notation. Subsequent, business analysts will use their experience,
design paradigms, and the purpose of the documentation for transforming the informal goals,
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Figure 1: Nine Steps of BPM Life Cycle.

strategies, and rules into a process documentation. The design paradigm is process-oriented.
Business analysts decompose tasks and objects to substantiate business processes. Second, they
need to simulate the process in the diagram to verify the semantical behavior of the process.

Process configuration refers to the transformation of process documentation into a platform
independent process configuration. It implies the mapping strategy on the integration level. It
is intended to transfer the process documentation as complete as possible, not to change any
business logic, and to reuse existing implementations. To achieve this step, system analysts
need to perform four steps: First, the process documentation is transformed into a technical
representation. At this point, a switch in notation is not necessary. The configuration tool offers
additional constructs to enrich the process documentation with technical details. Hence, the
flow of business tasks (service composition) can be derived from the business process diagram.
Second, web services are mapped to atomic business tasks. The integration is is done by using
middleware technology, such as web services. Third, message descriptions need to be applied to
web services. They also need to be maintained and integrated by the system analyst. Fourth,
system analysts need to validate the work and build the process configuration. In case no
service for an atomic business task is available, two possibilities are conceivable: consultation
of a software developer, who develops an application function to address the business task’s
requirements, or to integrate a service from a service provider.

Service integration follows either the development step, or the configuration step. It supports
the integration strategy. Integration is twofold. Both, developed services, and services from
business partners need to be integrated before they can be used for process configurations.

The development of an application function is called Service development. This is wrapped as
a service and fulfills the requirement of an atomic business task. The objective is to develop a
service which is not bound to a specific business process. The service development results in a
self contained service which is easy to reuse. Since business analysts break business processes
down into loosely coupled business tasks and decompose business tasks (treated as business
processes) recursively into atomic business tasks, the whole complexity and semantic is broken
down into seizable and easy to communicate requirements, which are understood by software
developers. Software developers grasp the requirements and build an application function using
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programming languages such as Java, or .NET and wrap this function as a reusable service.

Process deployment refers to the final transformation of the process configuration onto a plat-
form. It supports the transformation strategy. However, the deployment should not have an
influence on other running processes on that platform. The executable process configuration
needs to be transfered to the execution engine. The configuration of other middleware tech-
nologies, which are involved in the process, as well as security policies, is optional.

Process execution alludes to the state where configured business processes are executed to
support business processes. The procedure to execute a process differs in terms of how processes
are triggered and whether the service is known in the first hand. First, process consumers need
to know about the service. Second, processes need to be triggered. Process might be triggered
by an event, other services or by human interaction through a process portal. Third, running
processes are referred to as process instances. Process instances save the state of a process, as
well as message and variable values.

The tracking of the process performance and to display it in a human understandable format
is referred to as Process monitoring. The formal goals are to highlight bottlenecks and offer
suggestions for action in order to improve process performances. Often, a dashboard is used
as a paradigm. Business owners should be in the position to view the performance of process
instances on a consolidated level. It should be allowed to break the level down to a single
instance which may be a source of failure or a bottleneck. Business owners are then allowed to
take action, e.g. improve the process.

Process improvement points to the adaption of processes due to a changing situation or environ-
ment. Objectives are to improve execution time, execution cost (total cost of ownership), and
process efficiency. Business analysts and business owners gather new information and feedback
from process monitoring, process users and business owners. They change the process diagram
according to the new requirements. The new process diagram needs to be validated. Moreover,
depending processes need to be checked whether they are affected by the current change of the
original process. Adapted processes are configured and deployed for execution.

4 Evaluation Criteria

The criteria used to evaluate BPMS tools take a holistic view on the entire process. The 23
criteria are clustered into three layers which are introduced in [2]: questions 1–9 cover the
business layer, questions 10–19 address the integration layer, and questions 20–23 address the
execution layer. The questions represent real-world requirements originating from an industry
project. These criteria are used to evaluate the different tools when realizing the example
process that is introduced next.
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4.1 Business Level

1. What kind of people are involved during design and improvement in the BPM life cycle.
These steps need to be business driven, and flexible, thus, people who manage business
processes, need to be in the position to express their understanding of business, without
technically founded limitations.

2. Standard or proprietary design notation points out if the process design notation in ques-
tion was standardized by a group such as OMG or OASIS, or if it is a vendor specific
format. Moreover, does the standard cover the graphical elements and the persistence of
the notation? By using a standard notation, it is easy to switch process design tools or
exchange process diagrams between different process design tools.

3. Industry acceptance shows if a process design notation is widely used in industry. Es-
tablished notations are more likely to provide supporting technologies and middle-ware.
In addition, if a design notation is widespread, it might undergo further and constant
improvements.

4. Completeness of process design notations denotes the expressive power of a notation (cf
[12]). Business analysts need elements to express business tasks, business objects, and
business partners. Missing elements result in complex process diagrams emulating miss-
ing constructs, which are difficult to maintain.

5. Data management. indicates the possibility to design business objects with the process
design tool. Business objects make the process diagram semantically richer and better to
understand for process stake-holders.

6. Is a methodology behind process design notation. A methodology covers the semantics of
the notation and reduces the complexity of business process design via guidelines how to
use and how to combine the elements of the notation.

7. Does the design tool support the full design notation in its recent version. The more a tool
supports a design notation standard, the greater the ability to exchange process diagrams.

8. Diagram repository states if the process design tool accesses diagrams from a shared
repository or from a local machine. A process repository has the advantage that more
people are allowed to access processes, thus, processes are viewed and re-viewed by more
people, which, to an extend, improve process diagrams.

9. Process version control shows if a process design tool contains or has access to version
control. Next to a shared repository, this is a very useful tool for maintaining process
diagrams. Business analysts are able to roll back to a prior version of the process, if
necessary, or browse the evolution of a process for a better understanding of the meaning
behind the current version.

4.2 Integration Level

10. What kind of people are involved in the configuration and the integration step of the life
cycle. Process diagrams should not be altered much to be executed. No change in busi-
ness logic should be needed, but a technical mapping is required. People on this level
must not be faced with the complexity of business logic.
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11. Compatibility of design notation and execution language refers to what extent the design
notation is transformable into the execution language. There are two main reasons for
incompatible languages: (i) languages are either block-oriented or graph oriented or, (ii)
languages may support different concepts and use richer semantics.

12. Standard or proprietary execution language points out if the execution language in ques-
tion was standardized, or if it is vendor specific. This covers the language and the per-
sistence of the language. Using a standard language eases switching execution engines or
exchanging process configurations between different engines.

13. Industry acceptance shows if an execution language is widely used in industry. Besides the
importance to use standards, it is necessary to find supporting technologies and middle-
ware to support execution languages.

14. Message type management. Is it possible to design or even import message types with
the configuration tool? Next to configure the flow of business tasks between applications,
departments and companies, it is necessary to define message types. These types may
be imported from service definitions, database table definitions or class definitions from
a programming language. Otherwise, they might be defined with the configuration tool.

15. Configuration complexity measures how many tools are needed for a successful process
configuration. Besides an integrated configuration tool, it may necessary to apply config-
uration to other middle-ware before deployment is possible. The more tools and middle-
ware need to be configured, the higher the complexity.

16. Is process configuration part of a shared repository. This criteria points out if the con-
figuration tool accesses process configurations from a shared repository or from a local
machine. The former has the advantage that more people access the configuration, thus
process configuration might be adapted by many people.

17. Is the process configuration attached to the process diagram. If there is a well-defined link
between a process diagram and the process configuration, changing the diagram as well
as the configuration consistently becomes much easier.

18. Is process configuration bound to one execution platform refers to the vendor lock issue.
This is the case, if process configurations are only be executed on the platform which the
process diagram was configured with. This may happen if execution engines do not sup-
port standards or industry accepted execution languages. A vendor lock makes it difficult
to switch between different execution engines.

19. Legacy applications integration explains what kind of applications and their services may
be integrated. However, middle-ware technology makes it possible to integrate those ap-
plication as services.

4.3 Execution Level

20. What kind of people are involved in the deployment step. System analysts should be
qualified to accomplish this task. If other than the system analyst needs to be involved,
process deployment is a too complex step.

21. Deployment tool integration tells whether a deployment tool is integrated into an IDE
or not. Users do not need different tools, the acceptance of the user is higher and users
already know how the tools behave.
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22. Deployment complexity measures how many tools are needed for a successful process de-
ployment. Next to an integrated deployment tool, it may be necessary to deploy to more
than one execution engine. The more deployment steps are required, the higher is the
complexity for process deployment.

23. Process version control. This refers to what will happen if instances of a process are
running and a new version of that process will be deployed. There are four possibilities.
Firstly, all instances are stopped and deleted. The new process will be deployed. Secondly,
a deployment of a new version is refused, when instances of that process are still running.
Thirdly, the tool tries to merge running instances with the new process definition. If a
merge is possible, the new version will be deployed, otherwise the deployment will be
refused. Running instances may run until they terminate. New instances are based on
the new version of the process. The old version of that process will be archived when
every instance has been terminated.

5 Case Study

Figure 2: Case Study Process.

Two companies are involved in the case study: Shade Tree Garage (STG), a garage shop in
New Jersey, repairs cars for nearly all makes of cars whereas the SPC company manufactures
car spare parts and distributes them to garage shops. Prices for spare parts are not fixed
and change on a daily basis. Shade Tree Garage wants to minimize its stocking costs and to
maximize planning reliability. SPC identifies this demand as a selling proposition, and intends
to offer a Garage Shop Information System (GSIS) to garage shops.

The business process, which is shown in figure 2, offers price information and quantity infor-
mation for spare parts to garage shops. On the business level, the following business tasks are
identified: (1) Request spare part information on the garage shop side, (2) Receive spare part
information request, (3) Get price information for spare part, (4) Get quantity information for
spare part, and (5) Send spare part information on the SPC side. The business objects include
(1) unique ID for spare parts, (2) Price, and (3) Quantity. On the service level, two services are
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Design Configuration Integration Deployment Execution

IDS Scheer (ARIS)
SOA Architect X X
Business Architect X

Oracle
Process Manager X
BPEL Designer X X X

Intalio
Process Server X
Process Designer X X X X

Table 1: BPM tools in the process life cycle

needed: (1) PriceService, and (2) QuantityService. Both services are available as web services
and provide a WDSL file. The appropriate message exchange pattern between SPC and garage
shops is a Request-Response pattern. To access the GSIS, the GSISRequestMessage is used
which contains a placeholder for a spare part ID. Spare part information is received by the
GSISResponseMessage which contains a placeholder for price and quantity information. The
case study comprises an end-to-end business process that contains reasonable business logic and
has relevance in today’s business. Moreover, it spans more than one company’s department and
more than a single application. Hence, it is suitable to check technical capabilities and business
to business integration issues.

6 Case Study Implementation

This section implements the Garage Shop Information System. The BPMS tools used in the
life cycle are depicted in table 1. The table shows that Intalio’s BPMS covers all steps in the
life cycle, whereas the tools from IDS Scheer and Oracle only in combination cover the whole
life cycle.

6.1 Mulit-Vendor BPMS

Process Design: The business analysts from SPC starts to design the overall business process
with the ARIS Business Architect. The ARIS Business Architect allows to design business
processes with the EPC notation. It is possible to express business tasks and business objects,
and to refine these elements. The business analyst designs the business tasks (1) Get price
information for spare part, and (2) Get quantity information for spare part as functions in the
EPC diagram. Following this, the business analyst designs the business objects (1) unique ID
for spare parts, (2) Price, and (3) Quantity as information objects in the EPC diagram. It would
be possible to further refine those elements. However, that is not required at the moment.
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Service Integration: With the ARIS SOA Architect the system analyst integrates WSDL files as
services and XSD files as message type definitions into the ARIS repository. The PriceService
and the QuantityService is integrated along with the message type definitions used as inputs
and outputs, which are not further explained. Services and message type definitions are then
ready to be mapped to business tasks and business objects.

Process configuration: The system analyst uses the ARIS SOA Architect to access the business
diagram from the ARIS process repository. He studies the business task, and the business
objects. For the business tasks suitable services need to be discovered. The system analyst
queries the ARIS database with keywords and natural language. The PriceService is selected
and mapped to the business task Get price information for spare part. The QuantityService is
selected and mapped to the business task Get quantity information for spare part. The business
object unique ID for spare parts is mapped to the message type definition GSISRequestMessage,
which contains a placeholder for a spare parts ID. The business objects Price, and Quantity are
mapped to the message type definition GSISResponseMessage, which contains a placeholder for
the price and quantity of a spare part. Services and message type definitions are now part of
the business process diagram. The system analysts now transforms the enriched EPC diagram
into a BPEL skeleton and a corresponding WSDL file. Both files are imported into Oracle’s
BPEL Designer for further configuration, such as assigning service output’s messages to service
input’s messages (message mediation).

Process deployment and process execution: After fully process configuration, the system analyst
uses the BPEL Designer to deploy the process to Oracle’s Process Manager. The process is
now accessible at the process portal which is part of the Process Manager. Shade Tree Garage
accesses the process portal, select the GSIS process, provide a spare parts ID, and receive the
current price and quantity for the requested spare part.

6.2 Integrated BPMS

Process Design: Intalio’s Process Designer embodies all functionality from process design to
process deployment. The tool allows business analysts to design business process diagrams
using BPMN. SPC’s business analyst designs business tasks for both, the GSIS side and the
garage shop side. Figure 2 shows the resulting diagram. Business objects are annotated in
terms of text next to business tasks.

Service Integration: The system analyst integrates WSDL files as services and XSD files as
message type definitions into the project work space within the file system. The PriceService
and the QuantityService is integrated along with the message type definitions used as inputs
and outputs, which are not further explained. Services and message type definitions are then
ready to be mapped to business tasks and business objects.

Process configuration: Referring to the pools shown in figure 2 the pool SPC company is set
to executable, and the pool Garage Shop is set to not executable, respectively. This indicates
that the tasks on the executable pool are intended to be supported by an automated service.
The non-executable pool represents the human interaction with the executable pool. Following
that, SPC’s system analyst searches for an appropriate service in the project space. Only the
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information within the WSDL files are shown in the project space. On this basis the system
analyst needs to discover the best matching service. Selected services are then mapped to
business tasks by drag and drop. The system analyst maps the PriceService to the business task
Get price information for spare part, and the QuantityService to the business task Get quantity
information for spare part. The GSISRequestMessage which contains the spare part’s ID, is
mapped to the first message connection between both swim lanes. The GSISResponseMessage,
which contains the spare part’s price and quantity, is mapped to the second message connection.
Following that, the system analyst takes care of message mediation. The unique ID for spare
parts from the GSISRequestMessage is mapped to the PriceService’s and QuantityService’s
input parameter. The PriceService’s and QuantityService output parameter is mapped to the
GSISResponseMessage.

Process deployment and process execution: The system analyst directly deploys the process
from the Process Designer to Intalio’s Process Server with a single click. Shade Tree Garage
accesses the process portal, select the GSIS process, provide a spare parts ID, and receive the
current price and quantity for the requested spare part.

7 Results

This section applies the BPMS evaluation framework, which was introduced in section 4, to the
BPMS tools, which were introduced in section 6, on the basis of the case study in section 5.

7.1 Business Level

IDS Scheer’s ARIS Business Architect provides adequate support for business analysts, process
owners, and process participants. Business analysts are in the position to design and improve
business processes by using the tool without any technical knowledge to decompose business
tasks and business objects. The ARIS filter concept supports the separation between business
elements and technical elements from the EPC notation. This makes it possible to keep process
documentation and process configuration in only one diagram. Intalio’s BPMN Designer offers
a tool to design business processes using BPMN. Business analysts are able to design business
process without technical hassle. However, once the process is configured, process diagrams
contain technical elements which are not hidden from business analysts. In consequence, busi-
ness analysts are not as flexible anymore to improve processes, and a technical barrier is created
which might hinder business analysts to even use the process diagram any further. This fact
blurs the business level and the integration level.

ARIS products from IDS Scheer support the EPC notation, which is well-known in the industry.
Slowly, BPMN becomes more and more accepted in the industry and by business analysts, since
more tools become available and the swim-lane concept is supported, which is missing in the
EPC notation. However, unless OMG will not come up with an exchange format, it will be
difficult to convince decision makers to introduce BPMN as a design notation. The lack of an
exchange format hinders attempts to standardize transformations between BPMN and process
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execution languages.

The EPC notation is complete. Business tasks, business objects, business partners are covered.
Business tasks are expressed with functions, business objects with information objects, and
business partners with organizational units. Relationships between the terms are expressed
with the control flow, the data flow, and logical operators. Both, the ARIS Business Architect
and the ARIS SOA Architect support these requirements. BPMN is also complete. Business
tasks are expresses with activities, business objects with data objects, and business partners
with different pools. Relationships between these terms are expressed with the sequence flow,
the message flow, and plain associations.

Besides business processes, business analyst must be capable to design business objects to
document companies’ information systems. As mentioned earlier, EPC supports information
objects to define information. Furthermore, ARIS tools allow to decompose business objects
by linking a new diagram to a business object. Intalio’s BPMN Designer does not support
data objects. This is an issue, which limits the flexibility of business analysts and limits the
decomposition strategy between the business level and the integration level.

A process design methodology supports business analysts during the design step. The EPC
notation is part of the ARIS HOBE1 developed by Scheer and Nuettgens [4]. EPC diagrams
are embedded in the methodology as the controlling view, next to other views on information
systems. BPMN is not in possess of a methodology. However, the BPMN specification from
White [5] covers the semantic of each BPMN element and how to combine different elements.

Due to the later transformation of process diagrams into execution languages, tools limit el-
ements to those, which are transferable. The tools from IDS Scheer support the full EPC
notation in general. However, EPC diagrams which are intended to be transformed into BPEL
must not use the logical OR. Only the AND, and XOR are allowed. Intalio also limits BPMN to
elements which are transferable into BPEL.

A process repository supports business analysts, process owners, and business owners to ex-
change and review business processes. IDS Scheer’s ARIS tools come along with a global
database. The database stores any diagram and keeps them consistent. Moreover, the database
supports user rights management. Thus, stakeholders are qualified to access process diagrams
regardless the used ARIS tool. Intalio’s BPMN Designer does not support a process repository
itself. Since the designer is based on the Eclipse’s rich Client Platform, it is possible to integrate
other tools to support process diagram exchange. That might be Concurrent Versions System
(CVS). Neither IDS Scheer nor Intalio offers process version control.

Table 2 summarizes the findings.

7.2 Integration Level

The configuration step, the integration step, and the deployment step, should be operated by
system analysts as mediators between business logic and application support. The ARIS SOA

1House of Business Engineering
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ARIS Business Architect Intalio BPMN Designer

1. Process owner, business analyst, process
participant

Business analyst

2. EPC; not a standard, was published in
1992, XML based, thus open.

BPMN is a standard from OMG, may re-
place UML activity diagram, only standard
for graphical elements, not easy exchanged.

3. EPC is accepted in the industry for doc-
umenting and communicating processes
within a company. Recently, SAP and Or-
acle use ARIS tools to enable business an-
alysts to interact with middleware.

BPMN is seen as a workflow definition lan-
guage, since it is very rich in graphical el-
ements. Business people hesitate to use it
since it is so rich at technical elements. Tool
support is available.

4. Complete BPMN in general.
5. Possible Possible with limitations
6. Architecture Integrated Information Sys-

tems (ARIS)
Specification with instructions how to use
the notation

7. Full support Limited support
8. Global or local diagram repository No repository
9. No version control No version control

Table 2: BPMS evaluation – Criteria 1-9

Architect and the BPEL Designer allow system analysts to configure, to map and to transform
business processes, and to integrate services. System analysts will consult business analyst for
support during the mapping process, and software developers to communicate requirements for
services and message types. However, due to appearances of errors during process deployment,
software developers need to be consulted for interpretation. In addition, due to the tool switch,
during the configuration step, system analysts might need support for export and import of
BPEL code. System analysts who use Intalio’s BPMN Designer, are able to map atomic
business tasks to services, to integrate services onto the integration level, and to deploy the
process configuration to the execution platform. However, in case, process configurations do not
validate, system analysts are faced with rather technical messages which need to be interpreted
by software developers who are more familiar with this kind of messages. System analysts
using Intalio’s BPMN Designer, however, need more support from business analysts, since
system analysts are not well supported during the search for appropriate services.

To transform process configuration into an executable process without troubles, process design
notations and execution languages need to be compatible. Since the EPC notation is not as rich
in elements as BPEL version 1.1, the transformation is easy, though it is not possible to express
as much as needed to use only the EPC notation for process configuration. This is the major
reason why a BPEL designer is necessary in the first place. The EPC to BPEL transformation’s
result is a service orchestration which may be used as a skeleton for further technical configu-
ration. Partner links, business tasks, and message types are part of this BPEL skeleton. Some
adoptions are not part of the global database, such as message mediations, and in consequence,
this configuration will be lost, in case of process improvement. Furthermore, in case a business
analyst uses the logical operator OR, system analysts must alter the business logic to avoid the
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operator to be able to transform the EPC diagram. This fact limits the business-driven goal of
BPM. Intalio’s BPMN Designer only supports a limited BPMN specification to allow a trans-
formation from business process diagrams into BPEL. The BPEL version 2.0 was published
in January 2007. Intalio supports this version of BPEL since it is a richer language than the
former version. According to Ouyang et al. [6], it is possible to translate a subset of BPMN
into BPEL version 1.1. This stresses the point that the combination of BPMN and BPEL
was not intended in the first place. Both approaches face limitations regarding transformation,
due to the fact that a graphic-oriented notation needs to be transformed into a block-oriented
language.

Oracle’s BPEL Designer is able to transform BPEL version 1.1 code into Java Byte Code It is
possible to use the BPEL code in other BPEL processing tools. Further, BPEL version 1.1 is
widely accepted in the industry. Many tools are able to process BPEL code. That makes it
possible to use process configuration on other platforms. Intalio, however, make use of BPEL
version 2.0. As mentioned earlier, it is a very young specification, and in consequence not well
supported by configuration tools, execution engines, and vendors. In consequence, it is not
easy to switch to another execution engine. However, since process configuration is conducted
using BPMN, it is possible to reuse process configuration in other platforms, once a persistence
standard for BPMN is established. Both execution languages, BPEL version 1.1 and version 2.0
are OASIS standards. Thus, it is possible using tools to extract information from the execution
language and to reuse it in some way.

For message type management, IDS Scheer’s ARIS SOA Architect, Oracle’s BPEL Designer,
and Intalio’s BPMN Designer rely on XML Schema Definition (XSD) files. It is possible to
integrate these files into the configuration project, by means of importing files from the file
system. It is not possible to alter XSD files with the SOA Architect. Since the BPEL Designer
is based on Oracle’s JDeveloper, and the BPMN Designer on Eclipse, it is possible to use build-
in editors to modify XSD files, and thus, alter the data. It is not desired to modify message
types frequently. A better idea is to extract message type definitions from existing data bases.

The complexity of process configuration is an important point, since this step needs to be
repeated for every change in the business logic. As for the IDS Scheer-Oracle approach, sys-
tem analysts use the SOA Architect for mapping, integration, and transformation. The tool
switch during configuration increases the process configuration complexity. The BPEL Designer
support system analysts during the further transformation and deployment. For the system
analysts using Intalio’s BPMS, only the BPMN Designer is used during the configuration step.

A global service repository allows collaboration between different stakeholders. The SOA Ar-
chitect has access to the ARIS database. Each diagram is accessible for any ARIS product.
However, once system analysts switch to the BPEL Designer, further process configuration is
not part of the repository. Thus, every configuration done in the BPEL Designer is overwritten
every time business logic changes. Intalio’s BPMS does not contain a process configuration
repository.

Linkage of process design diagrams and process configuration reduces the overall complexity
of BPMS. Since some parts of process configuration are done in the EPC diagram using the
SOA Architect, the process diagram and this process configuration is linked to some extent.
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ARIS SOA Architect, Oracle BPEL
Designer

Intalio BPMN Designer

10. System analyst, software developers Business analyst, system analyst, software
developer

11. EPC→ BPEL 1.1 Poorer to richer semantic
translation

BPMN → BPEL 2.0 Different semantics

12. BPEL 1.1, Specification from IBM & Mi-
crosoft

BPEL 2.0, Specification from OASIS

13. Accepted language, great tool support,
missing concepts, such as human people in-
tegration

BPEL 2.0 Specification not yet adopted, no
other tool support

14. Complete Complete
15. Configuration with two major tools neces-

sary
Configuration with one tool

16. Global or local service repository Local service repository
17. Process diagram and process configuration

are linked, though only the configuration
done in the SOA Architect. It is possible
to synchronize changes.

Process diagram and process configuration
are attached. Changes to either process di-
agram or process configuration affects the
other.

18. No vendor lock Since BPEL 2.0 is not widespread, process
configuration is limited to Intalio’s BPMS

19. Integration through web services Integration through web services (Connec-
tors for SAP)

Table 3: BPMS evaluation – Criteria 10-19

Once system analysts transformed the configured EPC diagram into a BPEL diagram, a link is
established between these two diagrams. Thus, system analysts might navigate to and fro the
two diagram types. However, system analysts need to keep track of process configuration inside
the BPEL Designer. In theory, it is possible to merge changes done in both diagram types. In
case, system analysts altered the BPEL process, it is possible to merge this alteration into the
EPC diagram, and vice versa. For Intalio, both, process design and process configuration is
done in one diagram. Changes in process design affects process configuration, and vice versa.
Since no version control is available in these two BPMS, it is not desired that system analysts
overwrite process design diagrams.

Since both BPMS use standards for process configuration, it is possible to use the process
configuration on other execution platforms. Though, Oracle’s BPEL Designer transforms BPEL
version 1.1 into Java byte code for deploying the process, still, the BPEL code is available and
is exported to other systems which are capable to process BPEL version 1.1.

Both BPMS integrate applications using web services. Intalio offers for SAP customers an SAP
connector which wraps SAP applications, and make them accessible by web services, which
then are able to be used in business processes.

Table 3 summarizes the findings.
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Oracle Process Manager Intalio Process Server

20. System Analyst Software Developer System Analyst Software Developer
21. Integrated into the BPEL Designer Integrated into the BPMN Designer
22. BPEL Designer and Process Manager BPMN Designer and Process Server
23. Parallel Newer versions overwrite older versions

Table 4: BPMS evaluation – Criteria 20-23

7.3 Execution Level

Both BPMS allow system analysts to deploy configured processes to execution engines. How-
ever, software developers knowledge is needed in case process configuration validation fails. De-
ployment functionality is embedded in the process configuration tools Oracle BPEL Designer
and Intalio’s BPMN Designer. System analysts are in the position to deploy processes using
just a single button. This supports the complexity reduction during the process deployment
step.

In case of a process redeployment, the BPEL Designer in connection with Oracle’s execution
engine, allow version control. Thus, system analysts neither overwrite existing processes, nor
do they delete running process instances. Rather a new version of a process will be deployed.
It is possible to test and review the changes. The BPMN Designer in connection with Intalio’s
execution engine, overwrite former versions of the process. Running process instances are
stopped by the engine.

Table 4 summarizes the findings.

8 Conclusion

The main advantage of a multi-vendor BPMS is that the best product for a specific step in
the life cycle can be chosen. For example, the ARIS Business Architect is a convenient and
mature tool to design business processes, which is Intalio’s BPMN Designer not. The drawback
for multi-vendor BPMS is that different tools must be integrated which are not intended to be
used together. This leads to media-breaks which need to be dealed with. A methodology which
addresses how to use all these different tools together needs to be developed. A multi-vendor
BPMS should be considered in case some tools are already used within a company. For example
if the ARIS toolset is already used to document business processes, then it makes no sense to
switch to an integrated BPMS with a different process design tool.

The advantages of an integrated BPMS is that they are fast and easy to use. The integrated
solution already contains a methodology how to use it. The main drawback for an integrated
BPMS is that there might be limited functionality for certain steps in the life cycle compared
to dedicated tools, such as Oracle’s BPEL Designer. An integrated BPMS should be considered
to be used in case there is no existing tool established within a company. Also, single projects
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within a company might only require a solution which fits to an integrated BPMS, without the
hassle of multi-tool configuration.

Future work has to include better integration of different tools into a BPMS. Further adop-
tion and improvement of standards, such as BPEL, and WSDL might tackle this issue. Tool
providers must enhance tool functionality and better separate the roles in the life cycle. More-
over, process design notations must advance in the direction of BPMS, that is, that business
processes are intended to be supported by webservices. Lastly, as business processes become
executable and traceable by means of process portals, BPMS should permit the monitoring of
important data and processing of this data. Business analysts might even model Key Perfor-
mance Indicators (KPI) with a process design notation and get processed results for process
instances on those indicators. This allows to identify bottlenecks and shortages in business
processes.

Only after lots of ambitious efforts and their successful completion over the next years, BPMS
will become easier to use during the entire life cycle of business processes.
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